With the advent of Arpanet the potential capabilities of information sharing was very well recognized and gradually the world is gifted with the ocean of Information I.e. the Internet .There is continuous inflow of information , the information may be of any kind be it texts, audio, images or it may be the audio visual information. Thus, the users are flooded with information. Due to this flooding, it is also important to see that right information may be provided to the right person at right time or 3R's, but many a times it does not happen. This paper studies various approaches by noted researchers, academician and their contributions to the multimedia retrieval systems. This paper also tries to bring out some pros and cons of the different approaches.
INTRODUCTION
The multimedia retrieval system has great potential and millions of people access multimedia every now and then. As per the statistics released on public domain by Google, the users of Google, YouTube and Android users are , Google have 1.2 Trillions users per year [2], You Tube has over one billion users and nearly 300 hours of Videos are uploaded every minutes [3] , Android has millions of customers in 190 countries in the world [4] . The Content Based Video Retrieval is the extension of Content Based Image Retrieval Systems. The Content Based Image Retrieval Systems was first conceptually Developed by Kato [1] .This paper tries to discuss the various approaches by the authors in a chronological order and tries to find out the advantages and disadvantages of various approaches . The pros and cons are analyzed in terms of time, recall and precision.
The popular search engines like Google, Yahoo Crawl the Web and listings are made and people are made to select from the listings available to them. The Multimedia searches are based on the text tagging on the video. The Query is submitted and then the Query is matched to the tags associated with each video. These results gives listings of video that may be not be relevant to the users and the users have no choice but to choose from the listed video. So the problems associated with the above tag based searches was replaced by Content based searches. This avenue of searching techniques paved the way for the On-Demand video , Online Tv Shows or popular scenes in a particular video/(s) etc .So there is potential growth of Content Based Multimedia Retrieval Systems due to specific and Varied tastes of searches in a particular video or in a different Video. This High Potentiality of Content based Video Retrieval was not untouched by researcher and or academician and they continuously thrived to give excellent researches which is being studied in this paper
CONTRIBUTED WORKS ON CONTENT BASED MULTIMEDIA RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS
This section discusses the contribution made by the respective researcher and academicians.
2.1
The first work which is to be discussed is by RM Bolle et.al [5] . This paper concentrates on Video analysis on Label Sequence Semantics. The authors concentrated on edited video footage rather than considering raw footage. The fact of the matter is that every video have a time line, which tells a story in continuity, but it consists of different Scenes, which rolls out in front of our eye, which gives the impression of a story .The scenes consists Shots which in turn consists of frames or it can be called as Key Frame also. This is the common Structure of any simple video. Every video analysis may or should consists of Segmentation ,in Content Based Image retrieval a segmentation is that where there is abrupt change in texture ,color etc, but in video retrieval systems the segmentation can be defined as where the scene changes. The analysis can be done on two cases (a) it can be between shot analysis ,(b) within shot analysis.
If the segment needs better visual representation then the between shot processing is done to high-level video structure that gives semantics for automatic annotation of video segments. The approach is the Hierarchical Video Decomposition. Clusters are formed when labels have the same locale while the shots having different locale tends far apart to form a cluster . Actually a video is formed in a small number of locale and in each locale small numbers of cameras are used.
The basis of cluster formation is the color histogram. The histogram is the tones attached to RGB component, there is a numerical value attached to tones of RED, GREEN, BLUE. The Histogram is useful in the study of Images in different aspect and now days on video. Hence, the color extracted from the shots becomes a basis of histogram, the distance is measured between these colors, and clusters are formed.
The other basis of clustering can be the textures of shots, similar motion characteristics, spatial moment's Audio features etc. The effect of labeling and clustering Is that suppose an half an hour video consists of 300 shots it is reduced to 20 units so the user now need to examine 20 instead of 300 shots. The indexing also becomes also easier.
The subsequence is classified as "dialogues","actions and "others". There can be repetition or lack of repetition. The user can look into the degree of it .A dialogue refers to actual conversation like montage presentation of two or more concurrent process, which has to be shown sequentially one after the other. The parallel events are interspersed by socalled establishing shots or shots of other parties, it can be called as noise shots or noise labels. The repetition can be constructed and parsed to the shot label. In this paper the author has taken a video sequence of 15 shots, label sequence is taken, and noise is identified Suppose the video has labeled as given below .
The equally label shots may contain same object or background the reason to believe is that because the labels are made by the visual content of the shots. Now considering the above label sequence it is stated that since the first label sequence is left out because of starting sequence the next label A,B,A,B,A,B is dialogue , the next label DEFEDE is also a dialogue but it is having a noise "F".
When there is a contrast in visual data content, there is a fast movement of shots in a video and this can be called as action.
In such a sequence, there is typically little or no recurring of shots taken from same object of the same person and same locale. Such a sequence of shots constitutes an action event.It is reported that dialogue and event constitute 50 to 70 percent of a video by MM Yeung et.al [6] . 
2.2
The next paper, which is going to be discussed, are the contribution made by Wen-gang cheng et.al [7] . In this paper author used a Shot Cluster Tree. The time adjacent and visual adjacent contents are grouped into shot groups and then shot groups are clustered into shot clusters with simple agglomerative hierarchical clustering method. After hierarchical clustering method is applied there is formation of different levels and these levels constitute the shot cluster tree .The approach can be better represented by the following figure that has been given the above contributor .The diagram consists of video which is divided into shot cluster 1,2 ….n then these clusters are forming the groups and at last comes the shots numbers. Therefore, it can be said it follows the hierarchical structure hence it is named as hierarchical structure tree. At the top it is the video and at the leaves there are clusters and number of clusters that are forming the group and group forming the shot cluster and which constitutes the video The shot cluster tree is represented in the diagram given below.
Fig-1 Structure of Shot Cluster Tree [7]
Many methods are used for shot boundary detection. There are five types of classification for automatic shot boundary detection 1),pixel based ,2)statistics based ,3)transform based, 4)feature based and 5)histogram based.
The author proposed a sliding shot window. In sliding shot window the each shot is compared to the shots in that window. Suppose a a shot window has length L(L is the number of shots in that window) the method is simple it is just to calculate the similarity between the current shot with next L shots( the next L shots is the destination shots) and the window moves according till the end is met. The author uses the color for the key frame the similarity with the key frame is measured between shot i and shot j where Fi and fj are key frames are done by Sim(i,j)= where HF i and HF j are normalized histogram for the two key frames and N is the number of bins used in the histogram. The similarity between a shot i with group Gk is defined by the author as Sim SG(I,k)= max jeGk (Sim(i,j)) where j is a shot group G k The similarity was defined as SimGG(k,l)= max ieGk ,jegi( Sim(i,j)). Advantages : it can identify shots of similar content. It can also access non linear video sequences.. It supports Query by content and as well as Query by Example.
Disadvantages :
The proposed approach does not define the accuracy and the time factor. It also does not clarify how to decide the Key Frame. The proposed algorithm also does not say how to decide the Thresh hold value and how to decide on which thresh hold the clustering the clustering will end.
2.3
The next contribution which is going to be discussed is contribution made by Sameh megrhi et al [8] . In this paper the author uses the feature selection for content based video retrieval systems. The derived features are compared with recorded feature with Hausdorff Distance. Feature selections are used in this technique because it best feature describes the reliability and efficiency of the video content. Selection of feature is important because if best feature is not selected then it can lead to bad recall and precision and can have longer execution time. The recall can be defined as the ratio between the total number of relevant video retrieved and total number of relevant video, which can be mathematically expressed as
The precision can be defined as
The paper uses the Hausdorff distance, which was named after Felix Hausdorff. The Hausdorff is used in metric space in mathematics. A metric space can be stated as a metric space is a space for which all distances measured for the elements of set are defined. It is a ordered set of (Y, d) where X is the set and d is the metric on Y. It can be represented by the function d:Y xX R. To outline metric space is beyond the scope of this paper. Now Felix Hausdorff gave a outlet of metric space. If the distance between a point a in set X and a point b in set Y is Hausdorff distance when a of set x is on supremum from b of set Y and a of set X on infimum and b of set Y is on supremum. Therefore, the distance between the two sets of points is the Hausdorff distance. The same concept has been applied in this paper where the author has used the metric between the shots using Hausdorff metric. The basic Spatio -temporal Feature that are used in this paper are let there be a Pixel p in a frame F then the position vector associated with pixel p is the defined as P F = F(x,y) where F is the frame and (x,y) is co-ordinate position of pixel. Then the next frame will be F+1 the pixel p moves u in the direction x and v in direction y. Then the displacement vector will be given as P F+1 = (F+1, x+u , y+v). Then the vector generated by motion of the pixels is given by (1,u,v) of a color patch can be estimated by classical optical flow techniques. The projection of the motion vector in the (t,x) and (t,y) planes define two motion angles α x and α y between these planes and two lines L x and L y supporting the motion vector. Let O be the point at the center of a video frame group , and let O x and O y be the projections of O onto planes (t,x) and (t,y) as defined . 
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Advantages:
The recall and precision works well on the small video databases. It searches for the salient objects rather than scene. It has more accuracy on small video database The .acceleration rate Spatio temporal segmented object database feature extraction to Spatio temporal feature extraction is very much nearer to 50% Disadvantages: The feature extraction consumes much time although parallel algorithm was introduced to reduce some amount of time. The algorithm was only for small database but I does not say about when the database is large enough. The recall increases with the number of videos but precision decreases when the number of video increases .
2.4
In this section the discussion on the contribution made by Milind Ramesh Naphade et.al [10] .The retrieval of video is based on multi nets or multijects using probabilistic feature and using Bayesian Belief Network. Multiject model as defined by the author is the probabilistic multimedia object which summarizes time sequence of features extracted from multiple multimedia. Multijects can of three categories like Objects , sites and events. The objects can be real world objects like ship, bike, airplane etc the sites can be sky , water mountain etc and events can be classified as game of cricket, vehicles moving etc. These are the low features but with these features, inferences can be drawn. Semantic concepts [17] are related to each other. The author states a very interesting fact about semantic relationship and these semantic relationships can be used to draw interesting inferences. This states that certain multijects used can be high probability of certain other multijects like it has been stated in this paper is that car , road and sky will give high probability of a road or High way and this may not give the water body or campus of any building. The conceptual figure as given by Naphade et.al is as given below. 
This figure explains that there is strong interaction between
Airplanes or there can be strong interaction between Underwater and shark but there is a likely very weak interaction or no interaction between underwater and playing of Hockey Game or Shark Playing Hockey Game.
The process applied by the author is Preprocessing and Feature extraction. In this process video clips are segmented by the multiple cues [11] , then spatio-temporal segmentation is done using [12] these two algorithm is applied separately so that homogeneous regions are obtained for color and motion. For a large video, the author uses the artificial cuts are introduces every two seconds. The huge segmentation thus obtained by the above two methods are then merged morphological operation and the morphological operation is done using the basis of coherent motion and weak edges. Each regions having similar segmentation were then processed to extract a set of feature characterizing the visual properties like the color, texture, motion and structure of regions. How on the basis of colors there is a brief approach by the author.
Color-: A normalized linear three channel of HSV histogram is used H(Hue) Saturation(S) and V (Intensity), 12 bins for each is selected. Structure -: To capture the structure within each region, a Sobel operator with 3x3-window size is used. Using this method an 18-bin histogram of edge direction is obtained.
Texture-:The Gray Scale evaluating technique was using Gray Level Co -occurrence Matrix(GLCM) . The GLCM is a
Motion-:
The inter-frame affine motion parameter for each region tracked by spatio-temporal segmentation algorithm is used as motion feature.
Color Moments -: For the three channels H S and V first order Moments and Second order moments are calculated. All 98 features are extracted to represent to represent the visual properties of the region of which 84 features (color ,texture, structure, and moments) are used for sites.
The author then preprocesses the audio track due to limitation of this paper this part is excluded. The dependence between the various multijects at frame level is modeled in the conditional distribution P(F i | T 1 , …. T N ) . The next step is the training of data and before the training probability is being found out and the probability is is evaluated on the basis of P(F i = 0| χ) = (R ij = 0| ) P (F i = 1| χ) = 1-(R ij = 0| ) .During the inference phase in a two layered Bayesian network two layered approach is taken where layer 0 is taken as feeder into the network and in the layer 1 inference is drawn on layer 1 .If there is interaction then 1 otherwise 0 given by P(T i = 1 | F 1 , … F N ) and P(T i = 0 | F 1 , … F N ) . To improve the detection performance the author has used the Neyman Pearson Criterion . The Neyman pearson lemma [13] states that when two Hypothesis are competing then only one Hypothesis is selected at the cost of other at some threshold value. The basis on which the one hypothesis is selected is done by the likely hood ratio test on some conditional probability. To improve Both the equation given by Minind et.al. .The binary random variables F i , denoting the presence /absence of multijects at frame level have been derived from region level features for each concept i separately. However, they represent semantic concept sin a movie . Since they convey meaning within context, the must interact. Since the random variables F i do not capture this interaction , so another set of variables are taken as T i , i ε { 1,2, … N} Ti and Fi represent the same concept. The dependence between the various multijects at frame level is modeled in the conditional distribution P(F i | T 1 , …. T N ) . The next step is the training of data and before the training probability is being found out and the probability is is evaluated on the basis of P(F i = 0| χ) = (R ij = 0| ) P (F i = 1| χ) = 1-(R ij = 0| ) .During the inference phase in a two layered Bayesian network two layered approach is taken where layer 0 is taken as feeder into the network and in the layer 1 inference is drawn on layer 1 .If there is interaction then 1 otherwise 0 given by P(T i = 1 | F 1 , … F N ) and P(T i = 0 | F 1 , … F N ) . To improve the detection performance the author has used the Neyman Pearson Criterion . The Neyman pearson lemma [13] states that when two Hypothesis are competing then only one Hypothesis is selected at the cost of other at some threshold value. The basis on which the one hypothesis is selected is done by the likely hood ratio test on some conditional probability. To improve detection performance the author has placed a bound on the false alarm probability and then maximize the detection rate subject to this constraint maxδ P D (δ) subject to P F (δ) α. Where α is bound on the false alarm rate . This was achieved by Likelihood ratio test. Now the author has drawn a ROC curve I,e receiver operating Characteristics at frame level is obtained by -:
P (F i = 1| χ) >Ʈ the range of 0 Ʈ ∞ i ε {1,… N} P(F i = 0| χ) Where N is the number of multijects Advantages -: This approach can be applied on meaning ful filtering of content. Large amount of Multijects can be handled using this framework. The authors have proposed a flexible architecture semantic video indexing.
Disadvantages:
There should be ability of multinet to seamlessly integrate multiple data simultaneously and there is also a need to develop to retrieve a video having dynamic events in a video. This paper has best tried to include the important features of the paper by Milind Napahde et. al .
2.5This section describes the paper by Ayesha Slahuddin et.al [14] . In this the author has retrieval technique by Particle Swarm Optimization. Let's first describe in brief about Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). This is technique to navigate the space of search within certain parameter to maximize the objective. The name was due to James kennedy and Russel C. Eberhart [15] [19] . Particle Swarm Optimization the name is drawn from the real world as group of birds together fly for the food and individual bird is also is search for food. Optimization is the mechanism by which finds the maximum and minimum value of a function or a process. Like if a function f is maximized then -f will be minimized . Mathematically it is expressed as f: R n R and then to find ε R n such that f( ) f(x), Xε R n Similarly , a maximization task is defined as Given f: R n R find ε R n such that f( ) f(x), ), Xε R n . The domain R n is referred as search space each element of R n is the candidate solution in the search space with ( ) is the optimal solution, whereas the n denotes the number of dimensions of the search space, or the number of parameters involved in the optimization process. The f denotes the objective function, which maps search space to function space. The in this paper uses the Particle swarm optimization technique for the optimization of the search video. In this techniques also the video is divided into frames and that video is extracted which best matches with the query image and the frame of the video. The each particle of the swarm is the two dimensional representation i,e the video number and the frame number. After this fitness is calculated, fitness refers to how similar is the each particle video frame with that of query image. For calculating of the fitness the author has tried three similarity measure, these are (a) Convolution, (b) Co-relation Coefficient,(c) Score from SIFT algorithm. Once the fitness score is evaluated of each particle then this information is spread across the swarms global best particle in the search space. Where global best particle represent the best match .The author has given how the fitness score is being evaluated If Current particle > Particle best then Particle best current particle End if 2.5 This section describes the paper by Ayesha Slahuddin et.al [14] . In this the author has retrieval technique by Particle Swarm Optimization. Let's first describe in brief about Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). This is technique to navigate the space of search within certain parameter to maximize the objective. The name was due to James kennedy and Russel C. Eberhart [15] [19] . Particle Swarm Optimization the name is drawn from the real world as group of birds together fly for the food and individual bird is also is search for food. Optimization is the mechanism by which finds the maximum and minimum value of a function or a process. Like if a function f is maximized then -f will be minimized . Mathematically it is expressed as f: R n R and then to find ε R n such that f( ) f(x), Xε R n Similarly , a maximization task is defined as Given f: R n R find ε R n such that f( ) f(x), ), Xε R n . The domain R n is referred as search space each element of R n is the candidate solution in the search space with ( ) is the optimal solution, whereas the n denotes the number of dimensions of the search space, or the number of parameters involved in the optimization process. The f denotes the objective function, which maps search space to function space. The in this paper uses the Particle swarm optimization technique for the optimization of the search video. In this techniques also the video is divided into frames and that video is extracted which best matches with the query image and the frame of the video. The each particle of the swarm is the two dimensional representation i,e the video number and the frame number. After this fitness is calculated, fitness refers to how similar is the each particle video frame with that of query image. For calculating of the fitness the author has tried three similarity measure, these are (a) Convolution, (b) Co-relation Coefficient,(c) Score from SIFT algorithm. Once the fitness score is evaluated of each particle then this information is spread across the swarms global best particle in the search space. Where global best particle represent the best match .The author has given how the fitness score is being evaluated If Current particle > Particle best then Particle best current particle End if D e (p,q) = 0 when match is exactly which is the fittest score and no score otherwise. Now this paper discusses the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed approach.
Advantages:
The author has taken about 20 videos and each video consists of nearly about 3500 frames hence the are about 70,000 frames to be compared .Using Particle Swarm Optimization technique this comparison has been brought down to 700 I,e 1% of the search space is used . The Comparison between the target frame and input image is drastically reduced. This is done small video database.
Disadvantages:
The search space is reduced when the video database is small but it does not say about when the repository is large. Secondly, this paper does not say about the precision I.e. with how much precision the target frame is achieved .Thirdly it does say anything about the recall
CONCLUSION
This paper has best tried to include the important points of the contributors and strived hard to include the advantages and the Limitations of each of the paper included. There is ample research that is going on in the field of Content Based Multimedia Retrieval systems. There are many approaches also. There is a dearth need for retrieval systems for large video databases. The future of Multimedia retrieval could be a systems with much higher precision and recall rate.
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